
Jed Levy 
 
Saxophonist Jed Levy has been a mainstay on the New 
York jazz scene for over 20 years. In addition to 
performing and recording as a leader, he has had long 
standing working relationships with such jazz luminaries 
as Jaki Byard (a musical mentor, 3 recordings and 
countless performances), Don Patterson, Jack McDuff 
(valuable road experience), Ron McClure (2 CDs and 
ongoing performances), and Headhunters drummer M
Clark (2 CD's and new projects in the works.)   
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He has also been fortunate to have worked with, Junior 
Mance, Eddie Henderson, Jack Walrath,The Vanguard 
Jazz Orchestra, Shirley Scott, Kevin Mahogany, Gene 
Bertoncini,Don Friedman,Cedar Walton, Curtis Fuller, 
Chico O'Farrill, Attilla Zollar, Groove Holmes, Tom 
Harrell, and many others.  
        
Levy has toured Japan as a leader and appeared at several international jazz festivals as well as 
leading bands at such New York venues as Sweet Basil, Blue Note, Birdland, Visiones and Zinno. 

Diversity has been the key to Levy's success on the New York scene. A recent week found 
him moving from a concert with the Cab Calloway Orchestra to a night with Mike Clark and 
Charley Hunter at the Knitting Factory, to the Apollo Theater with the Temptations and the Four 
Tops, to Birdland with Chico O'Farill's Afro Cuban Orchestra. 

In his presentations as a leader, as well as in his compositions, Levy tries to incorporate these 
varied musical experiences. His compositions have been recorded by such artists as the 
Headhunters, Don Friedman, Eddie Henderson, and Mike Clark 
                
His new release "Mood Ellington" Steeplechase SCCD 31579 is receiving critical acclaim. 

What critics say of Jed Levy  

-from the Penguin Guide to Jazz's review of "Sleight of Hand" ***(*): 
"Very impressive and about as inventive a departure from the standard tenor-and-rhythm 
conventions as one can hope for.  Levy's broad-shouldered tone and confident delivery give him 
the kind of full-on swing one associates with an earlier generation, but he's soaked in bebop and 
hard-bop practice."   
    
    -from the same book, a review of "Round and Round" ***(*): 
"Jed's playing, though, is again tremendous.  He powers through themes and solos in a way 
which ought to seem bland, in terms of the steely confidence of the execution, yet its nothing but 
full-throated enjoyment.  The sort of record which empowers the jazz-repertory tradition without 
troubling to make any statements at all.   

-from the Washington Post, review of "Sleight of Hand" : 
"The same level of finesse Levy exhibits as a composer also helps distinguish his playing.  He 
extracts a  full, clear tone from his tenor, phrases melodies fluidly and improvises, on original 
pieces as well as standards, with an appealing blend of logic and invention.  For all its surprises 
and twists, his music never sounds forced or gimmicky." 
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